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Isomi’s award-winning reception furniture 
showcases original British design coupled with 
unrivalled manufacturing capability. Offering a 
complete solution for reception and public spaces, 
Isomi’s pioneering modular furniture systems in 
solid surface material make specifying reception 
furniture effortless and cost-effective.

The collections in Solid Surface are designed to 
take full advantage of the many possibilities of 
this versatile material. Isomi’s production process, 
which involves thermoforming the material 
to create compound forms, creates unique 
opportunities for producing high-specification, 
premium quality furniture with minimal lead times.

Designed by Paul Crofts, Isomi’s standard  
off-the-shelf components tailor to a vast range of 
applications, from commercial office, education 
and healthcare to leisure and beyond. As such, 
Isomi sets a new standard in production furniture.

Working globally, Isomi’s experienced team 
ensures that each individual project is delivered 
with the highest levels of efficiency and customer 
service. Isomi provides consistent solutions with  
a versatility that allows limitless application.

Innovative Modular Furniture 
Systems in Solid Surface

 
Headquarters 
6 Seymour Court
Manor Park, Cheshire WA7 1SY
+44 (0)161 903 9797

London Office 
+44 (0)20 7388 8599

info@isomi.com 
www.isomi.com



Media Unit 
The Media Unit is produced in 
solid surface, giving each piece 
a seamless, highly durable finish 
that is ideal for hardworking areas. 
Available in single or double 
form, these ergonomic units are 
exceptionally user-friendly and  
can support all IT packages,  
whether standard or bespoke. 

Key features

32” IR touch-screen including PC as standard

CAD and BIM files available

Various colour options available

Available in 4–6 weeks (UK), 10-12 weeks (US)





Slim Media Unit
Lean and angular, the Slim Media 
Unit represents a sleek new way to 
display screen-based information. 
Available in either floor-mounted or 
wall-mounted form, these slimline 
pieces are finished in solid surface 
and can display translucent or 
digital graphics. 

Key features

21” IR touch-screen including PC as standard

CAD and BIM files available

Various colour options available

Available in 4–6 weeks (UK), 10-12 weeks (US)





Interactive

SMU 
Single Media Unit 
32″ Screen 
W1085 � D826 � H1243 mm 

DMU 
Double Media Unit 
32″ Screen 
W1330 � D1544 � H1430 mm 

FSM  
Floor-mounted Slim Media 
21″ Screen  
W640 � D343 � H1567 mm 

WSM 
Wall-mounted Slim Media 
21″ Screen 
W640 � D462 � H1491 mm  

Dimensions relate to the footprint of the product






